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Dubai is the first city in the Middle East, where all its buildings are electronically monitored with the most technologically advanced National Life Safety System.

Dubai’s life safety system wins
laurels from across the world
edge M2M technology, in 2008.
Conceptualised, designed and executed by Pacific Controls, a home
dubai — It shouldn’t come as a sur- grown entity, for the DCD, this proprise that a recent UN report ranks gramme is a benchmark in publicthe UAE as the leader in the region private partnership initiatives.
Dubai is the first city in the Midfor providing e-services. The 2016
E-Government Development In- dle East, wherein all its buildings
dex (EGDI) issued by the UN De- are electronically monitored with
partment of Economics and Social the most technologically advanced
Affairs ranks the UAE, along with national life safety system. Safety
Estonia, eighth globally in provid- and fire prevention is thereby
achieved comprehensively in all
ing e-services.
Dubai’s numerous smart city ini- types of assets including industrial,
tiatives have helped the emirate in commercial and residential buildbeing ranked among the top cities in ings, tourist venues and public dethe world for providing services and partments. The life and safety
security to its residents and tourists. monitoring sector is currently drivThe Dubai Civil Defence (DCD) au- en by the availability of new techthority plays a key role with efforts nology and the continuing search
to build strong infrastructure that is to provide new and more advanced
capable to manage risks and re- monitoring services.
The DCD implemented the manspond to different emergency situadatory system in 2008, connecting
tions immediately.
It implemented the world’s first more than 60,000 premises to an
award winning 24x7 national life operations centre that monitors,
safety programme, using cutting- alerts and takes action to save lives.
Staff Reporter

What’s National Life Safety System?
> Implemented in 2008, it connects more than 60,000 premises to an operations centre that
monitors, alerts and takes action
to save lives.
> Every building owner in Dubai
is provided with individual dashboard that displays the health
and safety status of the building,

“The dashboard added more
power to DCD’s operations and enhanced the organisation’s capabilities to analyse data for better decision-making and organisational
performance. It not only enhanced
the internal communication with
regards to monitoring of the fire
station and resources, but also
demonstrated our commitment towards the residents.
Every building owner in Dubai is
now provided with individual

which also enables other government departments to facilitate
innovative services to building
owners and occupants.
> The system enhanced life safety
and national security in Dubai
by implementing the 24x7x365
direct alarm system through a
command control centre.

building dashboard that displays
the health and safety status of the
building, which also enables other
government departments to facilitate innovative services to building
owners and occupants,” said Major-General Rashid Thani Al Matroushi, Director of Dubai Civil
Defence.
The system enhanced life safety
and national security in Dubai by
implementing the 24x7x365 direct alarm system through a com-

mand control centre. The entire
private and government buildings
or assets within Dubai, integrated
into the central control room, are
monitored 24x7 for fire, lift safety
and emergency alarms using cutting edge M2M technology.
The state-of-the-art system has
won appreciation and laurels from
Civil Defence departments from
across the GCC and beyond.
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Dubai graduate plans to spend
his gap year doing charity work
Milrina Martis / KT Intern
dubai — When students prefer
leisure trip during the long break
they get after graduation, an
18-year-old chose charity work, to
the surprise of many.
The 18-year-old Sibtain Roofi
Shaikh has even organised an online fundraiser to help tsunami-hit
communities in Sri Lanka.
Institutions,
The Indian resident said the
charitable and hospitable nature which include schools,
of the residents in the country government hospitals,
inspired him a lot and so decided
orphanages and
to do something meaningful for
Buddhist temples, are
society.
A 2016 graduate of Indian High short of funds and
School, Dubai, Roofi Shaikh, said: manpower.”
“As I move ahead with my higher
education, I have decided to take
Sibtain Roofi Shaikh,
some time off to travel and disDubai resident
cover opportunities in and out of
Dubai. That’s how I came across trawling through numerous comPlanMyGapYear (PMGY) after panies. The projects of PMGY

were instantly appealing and I
made contact with them.”
The PMGY volunteers are involved in a number of community
facilities in and around Ambalangoda, a coastal area heavily affected by the 2004 tsunami.
“These institutions, which include schools, government hospitals, orphanages and Buddhist
temples, are short of fund and
manpower. That’s why I made me
appeal to the charitable demographic in Dubai, ”
He added that ‘PMGY’ has a
deal with the crowd funding site,
Gogetfunding.com, which raises
money for the purchase of materials required for construction, daily
wages of local workers, donations
to the schools and other institutions etc.
Anyone can make a donation
through https://gogetfunding.
com/pmgy-roofishaikh-srilanka/
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